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Uncovered
Silent Sentinel is probably one of the best kept secrets in the security
industry, with only the few having ever heard of them.
For the past seven years they have been manufacturing in the UK high quality
rugged domes, 360o continuous rotation PTZ positioning systems and numerous
specialists bespoke builds as an OEM supplier to a number of international
brands. With more than 10,000 units already in the market, they are now coming
out from under the covers and revealing themselves to the market.

But why come out now?
Paul Elsey, Founder and Managing
Director of Silent Sentinel, explained
that “the benefit of being an OEM
supplier is that someone else is using
their brand and finances to fund the
marketing and development of new
products. However, this has changed
during these hard economic times,
with fewer industry brands wanting
to fund OEM developments or invest
in the marketing of new products.”
This left Silent Sentinel with a new
challenge as Paul himself has more
than 25 years’ experience as an
OEM manufacturer but has never
experienced supplying the market
direct.

With more than

10,000 units

already in the market,
they are now coming out
from under the covers
One of the first actions Paul
took was to enlist the services
of FortuneWest, a Business
Consultancy and Marketing Agency
with a great deal of experience
in the security sector. David
Barrington, Executive Director of
FortuneWest, said “When I first met
Silent Sentinel I realised they were
an undiscovered gem-stone in the
security industry. They have so

From left to right - Mark Austin Sales Manager - Paul Elsey Managing Director - David Barrington
(Executive Director of FortuneWest) - James Longcroft Business Development Manager
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Silent Sentinel have
been building specialist
cameras and positioning
systems for many years for
clients both in the UK and
overseas.

It therefore came as no
surprise when a homeland
As many of these hard
security client who can
working domes are nearing only be named as Norman
the end of their working
requested a specialist build
lives, the replacement cycle for use during the 2012
for CCTV integrators is well Olympics.
(Page 8)
underway. (page 3)

much more value to add to security
integrators by working directly with
them and not one-step removed
behind another brand. They are
a genuine engineering house,
not only manufacturing fantastic
good value standard products but
also capable of interpreting exact
requirements into built products
and much more.” Silent Sentinel are
now pulling back those covers and
exposing themselves to the industry
after so many years of “Silent” being
the operative word in their name.
FortuneWest are pleased to have
been trusted by Silent Sentinel to
help them on this new phase of their
growth and strongly urge anyone
who has a genuine need for a British
based genuine CCTV manufacturer
to get in contact with them. “I
promise you, you will be pleased
you did,” says David Barrington.

www.silentsentinel.com

The Oriris range from Silent

Oculus IR

The Ultimate

Rugged Pan/Tilt Camera
with IR Illumination
Building upon the solid
foundations of the
highly successful Oculus
range, the Oculus IR
adds integral infra-red
illumination to the everwidening list of range
variants.
The genius of Oculus
IR is that the infra-red
illumination moves in
every direction with the
camera. This allows the
illumination spread and
intensity to be finely
matched to the camera
viewing area, thus freeing
you from the need to
flood an entire area with
unnecessary IR lighting.
The use of multiple
LED infra-red emitter
technology ensures long
life, low power, low heat
generation and sufficient
brightness to provide a
50 metre usable throw.

Silent Sentinel
Off-the-Shelf | Customised | Bespoke

www.silentsentinel.com

Built in
Britain

Silent Sentinel were caught on
camera behind Evan Davis at
Heathrow Airport during his
BBC 1 series Made In Britain in
which he was looking at great British Innovations and how it is help-

Sentinel

the emphasis of the programme
could equally have applied to Silent
Sentinel.
All Silent Sentinel products are invented, design, manufactured and
supplied from Britain across the
globe. With many cameras installed
in extreme climates such as the Middle East, Norway, Russia and the rain
forests of Brazil to name just a few.

ing keep Britain ahead in the global
economy. Whilst the programme
featured Heathrow Airport where
Silent Sentinel has many Oculus
and Osiris cameras installed by
incumbent integrator Touchstone,

For information and sales call now +44 (0)1992 558093 email info@silentsentinel.com or visit www.silentsentinel.com

One of Silent Sentinel’s claims to fame
is the fact that at Heathrow during
the extreme winter conditions we
experienced in 2010 and 2011, the
Oculus was the only rugged dome
of the varieties installed to continue
working totally uninterrupted by the
snow and blizzards.
So Silent Sentinel can claim a great
British invention accolade, even if the
Oculus was only momentarily
featured with Evan Davis on his
BBC 1 documentary.
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Silent Sentinel Oculus fixed to cliff-face
achieves unique view of sea-birds
In one of the most challenging CCTV
projects anywhere in the country, one
of Silent Sentinel’s Oculus high-speed
ruggedised PTZ cameras has been fixed to
a 90ft vertical cliff-face to capture unique
live images of nesting sea-birds.
The camera has been installed on a cliff-face 70ft above the sea at
Portland, Dorset, with images of guillemots and other birds relayed
back to a visitor centre at the nearby lighthouse.

www.wildlifewindows.co.uk
Jason Fathers, director of specialist wildlife-watching company
Wildlife Windows, installed the camera by abseiling down the cliff.
He was helped by two engineers from industrial roped-access
company Vertical Technology who drilled into the cliff to allow the
camera bracket to be securely fixed.

Lights... camera... action!!
It’s amazing how the
wild guillemots behave
when they know the
cameras are rolling!!

Order of the day!
Whatever you want...
...how bespoke builds meet
exact customer needs
XAD Communications Ltd, the technical ground breakers in very specialist
applications, approached Silent Sentinel to assist them meeting a very
specific need for one of their clients. There was no fully developed product

“I had never installed one of these cameras before but I’ve done a lot
of abseiling and it was very straightforward, given the circumstances,”
says Jason. “We had a special aluminium bracket made to resist
corrosion and we chose the Oculus camera because it would stand up
to the very tough conditions at the site.”
In this installation the Oculus is powered via Cat 5 cable from a power
source 100m away, using a DC/DC converter.
One major advantage of the camera design is its in-built wiper, which
clears spray and rain from its distortion-free, optically flat glass.
The Silent Sentinel Oculus is designed to deliver superior performance
and cope with all weather conditions. With their IP67 rating, they deliver
crisp, clear images in conditions where other models might struggle.

With a unique vision and technical
expertise, XAD is fast emerging as
the world’s finest provider of single
platform solutions for managing
high volumes of distributed audio,
video and data networks.
XAD Communications develop technologies to build audio, video
and data networks for government, public and large commercial
organisations. Applying state of the art technologies, XAD offers content
acquisition, transmission, storage and analysis of distributed sources of
information under a common platform.

www.xadco.com
Weir House, 93 Whitby Road, Bristol BS4 4AR
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Contact our specialist team
for more information
Tel: +44 (0)117 300 5217
Eml: info@xadco.com

on the market that could do the job in hand but, with Silent Sentinel and
their bespoke development team, the sleeves were rolled up and the
excitement of another unique build opportunity was underway.
In order to meet the
specification, a SLR Mega Pixel
camera and Lens from the
professional photography sector
needed integration and made
fully functional on an Osiris
PTZ positioning system. “The
performance of this combination
was staggering,” said Paul
Elsey of Silent Sentinel. “These
SLR cameras deliver knockyour-socks-off performance
exceeding anything found in the
main stream security industry,”
continues Paul Elsey.

Osiris PTZ platform using Silent
Sentinel camera control software
has truly offered a step forward
for our industry. “This solution
allows us to provide broadcast
quality images all controllable on
performance is excellent as
an industry standard PTZ platform
the technology benefits from
that will integrate easily into any
the volumes in the consumer
security infrastructure. This is
market. The seamless
integration of all the camera and an excellent solution for police,
homeland security and the 		
lens functionality through the
specialist can’t-be-		
		named users” closes
			 Paul Elsey.

This innovative application
of technologies from the
professional photography
sectors offers super
crisp results from
both still and
video images
even in low light
conditions. In common
with all professional SLR
cameras, automatic focus
is standard and the lens options
are very extensive. The
price for this quality of

For information and sales call now +44 (0)1992 558093 email info@silentsentinel.com or visit www.silentsentinel.com
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The Conversion
Cable... service
replacement
made easy...
Ruggedized domes, such as the Oculus from Silent Sentinel,
have been used widely throughout CCTV schemes for almost
10 years now with more than 6,000 units from Silent Sentinel
alone. As many of these hard working domes are nearing the
end of their working lives, the replacement cycle for CCTV
integrators is well underway.
Where systems are being upgraded
as part of a refreshment plan, the
issues that can arise from changing
products to the latest versions can
be predicted and easily managed.
However, when a replacement
is required with a more urgent
response then there is a need for
certainty that the replacement
product can easily be installed and
set to work.

Over the last 10
years more than
6,000 Oculus units
have been installed
in the UK alone!!
Silent Sentinel have been very
mindful of this requirement from
their supply partners and have
ensured the complete Oculus
product range supports a wide
range of protocols, mounting
and cabling systems. The latest
addition to the range to make
this even easier is the Conversion
Cable, which enables a product

such as the MIC 400 to be replaced
without the need for any cabling
changes. Simply by removing
the old camera and installing the
conversion cable, the Oculus set
to the Forward Vision protocol is
ready to be installed.
While it is always advisable to shut
down the power supply, many
units have been “Hot Swapped”
without the need for any other
actions. James Longcroft, Silent
Sentinel, said “a number of our

l

Protecting
people, assets			
and critical
infrastructure

l

Multiple Security
Excellence Award Winners

l

30 years of successful
client partnerships

Silent Sentinel

www.silentsentinel.com

Oculus

stand
out
from
the
crowd

clients are now replacing older
versions of the Oculus, MIC and
even some of the more recent
entrants to the Rugged Dome
market with our product range.
This is allowing them to narrow
the number of products needed
to be held in stock to support
their CCTV estates and the
Conversion Cable has been very
welcomed in making this task
even easier.”

leading security
through innovation
www.atec-security.co.uk
For information and sales call now +44 (0)1992 558093 email info@silentsentinel.com or visit www.silentsentinel.com
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Silent Sentinel Product Range

Off-The-Shelf
Positioning
cameras

SPECIFICATION

VIDEO

VIDEO + IR

IR LED option

NO

WHITE LED option

NO

OPTIONS

VIDEO + WHITE

VIDEO + IR
and WHITE

VIDEO + THERMAL

HD VIDEO

HD VIDEO + THERMAL

DUAL VIDEO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

NO

YES

NO

NO

Ist HOUSING DIMENSION

368 x 220mm

2nd HOUSING DIMENSION

N/A

PAN ROTATION/SPEED

360 degree continuous / Maximum 200 degree per
sec/Minimum 0.006 degree per sec

TILT ROTATION/SPEED

290 degree / Maximum 200 degree per sec/
Mimimum 0.006 degree per sec

MOUNTING

4” PCD, M8 fixings

PAN/TILT BEARINGS

Sealed for life
Long life toothed Polypropylene belt drive

HARMONIC MOTOR DRIVE

N/A

ENVIROMENTAL RATING

IP67

OPERATING TEMP

Off-The-Shelf Positioning cameras

Upright, Cantered/ Hanging

MOUNTING SIZE
MOTOR DRIVE

The Oculus

SPECIFICATION

minus 20C to plus 50C (optional heater and blower for
-40C- to +60C)

CONNECTION LEAD

IP67 multiway connector

CASING COLOURS A

Black or White as standard. Other colours are
available upon request

Options - ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATION
OPTICAL ENCODER PRESET ACCURACY

0.01 degree

ROTATIONAL CONTACTS

Heavy duty slip rings

ABSOLUTE POSITIONING
POSITION CONTROL
PRESETS MEMORY
PRIVACY ZONES
COMMUNICATIONS
SUPPORTED PROTOCOLS

Yes
Capable of retaining position without drift
32 PTZ positions, 16 tours, wash position
24 patches plus no drive zones
Robust rs485 half duplex data comms, with on screen
menus and SS Utility
PELCO -D 9600 & 2400, PELCO-P 9600 & 2400, FV300,
PHILIPS 9600 & 2400, VICON 9600 & 4800, SSP

POWER REQUIREMENT

12 to 24v AC or DC 3AMP

Fixed Thermal

The Oculus is a professional vandal
resistant, high speed continuous
rotation PTZ. The housing has been
cast in alumimium which is then
anodised and powder coated
allowing the unit to be installed
in harsh and challenging
enviroments.
The toughened glass viewing
window is optically correct and
distrotion free providing brighter,
clearer images even at full
telephoto zoom ration. The range is
available in both video and thermal
imaging options, with or without
IR and White light illumination
and all models have a wiper as
standard keeping the glass free
from build-up of dust or debris. It is
an all round performer and with its
multitude of camera options it will
perform in all weather conditions.

The standard Thermal detection modules used within this part of the Silent Sentinel Off-TheShelf fixed thermal range all have the same Sensor Type: Uncooled Vox Mocrobolometer
with a spectral band of 8-14 um and a thermal sensitivity of <50mK with frame rates of
9Hz or 25hZ. The Image control offers White hot and Black hot Invert with the focus Fixed,
preset or Athermaltised. The Zoomrange is E-zoom 1-4 region of interest.

cameras

Fixed Thermal cameras

SPECIFICATION

THERMAL IP

THERMAL

THERMAL

THERMAL

THERMAL

THERMAL

IR LED option

NO

WHITE LED option

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

YES

NO

YES

Ist HOUSING DIMENSION

250 x 90 mm

MOUNTING

Wall Bracket

100 x 65 mm

100 mm

274 x 140 mm

150 x 200 mm

650 x 200 mm

Wall, spike

Wall, spike

Wall, spike

Wall

N/A

Wall

1/4” Whitworth

1/4” Whitworth

1/4” Whitworth

Wall Bracket

Wall Bracket

Options - MECHANICAL SPECIFICATION

MOUNTING SIZE
ENVIROMENTAL RATING

IP66

IP66

IP66

IP66

IP67

IP67

minus 40C to plus 67C

minus 40C to plus 67C

minus 40C to plus 67C

minus 40C to plus 67C

minus 40C to plus 67C *

minus 40C to plus 67C *

CONNECTION LEAD

RJ45 Socket

Gland with umbilical

Gland with umbilical

Gland with umbilical

Gland with umbilical

Gland with umbilical

CASING COLOURSA

White

Black or White

Black or White

Black or White

Black or White

Black or White

OPERATING TEMP

Options - ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATION
COMMUNICATIONS

TCP IP

RS485

RS485

RS485

RS485

RS485

SUPPORTED PROTOCOLS

ONVIF

PELCO D

PELCO D

PELCO D

PELCO D

PELCO D

POE

12VDC 0.9A

12VDC 0.9A

12VDC 0.9A

12VDC 0.9A

12VDC 1.5A

320X240

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

384X268

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

640X480

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

2.1 to 12.5 degree , 25 mm to 150mm, f1.4

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

5 degree, 100mm f1.6

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

9 degree, 35mm f1.2

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

N/A

12 degree, 45mm f1.0

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

N/A

16 degree, 19mm f1.2

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

N/A

35 degree, 15mm f1.0

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

N/A

40 degree, 7.5mm f1.2

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

N/A

POWER REQUIREMENT
ARRAY FORMAT

LENS OPTIONS

For information and sales call now +44 (0)1992 558093 email info@silentsentinel.com or visit www.silentsentinel.com

SPECIFICATION

SINGLE HEAD

DUAL HEAD

SINGLE HEAD WITH IR

DUAL HEAD WITH IR

SINGLE HEAD XL

DUAL HEAD XL

OSIRIS BESPOKE

IR LED option

100- 300M RANGE

100- 300M RANGE

100- 300M RANGE

100- 300M RANGE

100- 300M RANGE

100- 300M RANGE

100- 300M RANGE

WHITE LED option

100- 300M RANGE

100- 300M RANGE

100- 300M RANGE

100- 300M RANGE

100- 300M RANGE

100- 300M RANGE

100- 300M RANGE

OPTIONS

SPECIFICATION

Ist HOUSING DIMENSION

650 x 237 x 350 mm - 750 x 237 x 450 mm

2nd HOUSING DIMENSION

N/A

PAN ROTATION/SPEED

360 degree continuous / Maximum 100 degree per
sec / Minimum 0.000375 degree per sec

TILT ROTATION/SPEED

90 degree / Maximum 100 degree per sec/
Mimumum 0.000375 degree per sec

MOUNTING

Upright

MOUNTING SIZE

4” PCD, M8 fixings

PAN/TILT BEARINGS

Sealed for life

MOTOR DRIVE

Gears/belt

HARMONIC MOTOR DRIVE

Harmonic wave drive

ENVIROMENTAL RATING
OPERATING TEMP

IP67
minus 20C to plus 50C (optional heater and blower for
-40C to +60C)

CONNECTION LEAD

IP67 multiway connector

CASING COLOURS A

Black or White as standard. Other colours are
available upon request

Options - ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATION
OPTICAL ENCODER PRESET ACCURACY
ROTATIONAL CONTACTS

0.01 degree
Heavy duty slip rings

ABSOLUTE POSITIONING
POSITION CONTROL
PRESETS MEMORY
PRIVACY ZONES

Yes
Capable of retaining position without drift
32 PTZ positions, 16 tours, wash position

The Osiris

Off-The-Shelf Positioning cameras

The Osiris PT platform is specifically engineered to handle larger and
heavier camera units. It is the big brother to the Oculus incorporating
all of the benefits while giving the user the option to use a multi sensor
approach in hi-security applications when accurate positioning and long
range detection is required. It is available with
three off the shelf camera housing allowing lenses
of up to 700mm to be incorporated
within a robust IP67
enclosure. Just like
the Oculus there
are a multitude
of camera models
including low light
and thermal and illumination using LED and
laser technologies to ensure images can be seen
in all weather conditions, including mist, fog and
desert storms.

24 patches plus no drive zones

COMMUNICATIONS
SUPPORTED PROTOCOLS
POWER REQUIREMENT

Robust rs485 half duplex data comms, with on screen
menus and SS Utility
PELCO-D 9600 & 2400, PELCO-P 9600 & 2400, FV300,
PHILIPS 9600 & 2400, VICON 9600 & 4800, SS
12 to 24v AC or DC 3AMP

Positioning Systems
Off-The-Shelf

Positioning Systems

SPECIFICATION

OSIRIS HARMONIC

OSIRIS STANDARD

35KG

20KG

PT 160

MINI WORM AND WHEEL

8KG

3KG

147 W x 208 H mm

115 W x 145 H mm

Options - MECHANICAL SPECIFICATION
MAX LOAD (balanced)

Side or Top

CAMERA MOUNT

225 Dia x 240 H mm

DIMENSIONS
ROTATIONAL

360 degree continuous

PAN ROTATION/SPEED MAXIMUM

100 degrees per sec

PAN ROTATION/SPEED MINIMUM

0.00375 degree per sec

1 degree per sec

TILT ROTATION/SPEED MAXIMUM

100 degree per sec

10 degrees per sec

TILT ROTATION/SPEED MINIMUM

0.00375 degree per sec

1 degree per sec

60 degrees per sec

Upright

MOUNTING

4” PCD, M8 fixings

MOUNTING SIZE

4” PCD, M6 fixings
Sealed for life

PAN/TILT BEARINGS

Gears/belt

MOTOR DRIVE
HARMONIC WAVE DRIVE

Harmonic wave drive

Worm and Wheel

N/A

N/A

IP67

ENVIRONMENTAL RATING

minus 20C to plus 50C (optional heater and blower for -40C- to +60C)

OPERATING TEMP

IP67 multiway connector

CONNECTION LEAD
CASING COLOURS

Gears

Black or White as standard. Other colours are available upon request.

A

Options - ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATION
OPTICAL ENCODER PRESET ACCURACY

0.01 degree

N/A

N/A

Yes

NO

NO

Capable of retaining position without drift

NO

NO

Heavy duty slip rings

ROTATIONAL CONTACTS
ABSOLUTE POSITIONING

POSITION CONTROL
PRESETS MEMORY
PRIVACY ZONES

32 PTZ positions, 16 tours, wash position
24 patches plus no drive zones

COMMUNICATIONS

Robust rs485 half duplex data comms, with on screen menus and SS Utility

RS485

SUPPORTED PROTOCOLS

PELCO -D 9600 & 2400, PELCO-P 9600 & 2400, FV300, PHILIPS 9600 &
2400, VICON 9600 & 4800, SS

PELCO D

12 to 24v AC or DC 3AMP

12v DC

POWER REQUIREMENT

Silent Sentinel Product Range

Off-The-Shelf
Positioning
cameras
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CCTV industry
embraces robotic
technologies

Enabling precise consistent
positioning of long range cameras
As lens and camera performance improve the distance a CCTV system can perform
over becomes further and further. However, the limiting factor was the PTZ unit
and its ability to move the camera precisely without bounce, jolts or any other form
of backlash when tracking a target at long distance. This problem has now been
overcome with the adoption of Harmonic Drive gear mechanisms taken straight
from the robotics industry in units such as the Osiris Harmonic from Silent Sentinel.

But what is a
Harmonic drive
– also known
as Strain Wave
Gearing?
Harmonic Drives are a special
type of mechanical gear system
that can improve certain
characteristics compared to
traditional gearing systems such
as Helical Gears or Planetary
Gears. The advantages include:
no backlash, compactness and
light weight, high gear ratios,
reconfigurable ratios within a
standard housing, good resolution
and excellent repeatability
(linear representation) when
repositioning inertial loads, high
torque capability, and coaxial
input and output shaft. They are
used widely in industrial motion
control, machine tool, printing
machine, robotics and aerospace.
The strain wave gearing theory
is based on elastic dynamics and
utilises the flexibility of metal.
The mechanism has three basic
components: a wave generator,
a flex spline, and a circular spline.
More complex versions have a
fourth component normally used
to shorten the overall length or to
increase the gear reduction within
a smaller diameter, but still follow
the same basic principles.
The wave generator is made up
of two separate parts: an elliptical
disk called a wave generator
plug and an outer ball bearing.
The gear plug is inserted into the
bearing, giving the bearing an
elliptical shape as well.

The Osiris harmonic drive

For a strain wave gearing
mechanism, the gearing reduction
ratio can be calculated from the
number of teeth on each gear.
For example, if there are 202 teeth
on the circular spline and 200 on
the flex spline, the reduction ratio
is (200 − 202)/200 = −0.01

generator, so that when the wave
generator plug is rotated, the flex
spline deforms to the shape of a
rotating ellipse but does not rotate
with the wave generator.

The circular spline is a rigid circular
ring with teeth on the inside. The
flex spline and wave generator are
The flex spline is like a shallow
placed inside the circular spline,
cup. The sides of the spline are
meshing the teeth of the flex spline
very thin, but the bottom is thick
and the circular spline. Because the
and rigid. This results in significant
flex spline has an elliptical shape,
flexibility of the walls at the open
its teeth only actually mesh with
end due to the thin wall, but in
the teeth of the circular spline in
the closed side being quite rigid
two regions on opposite sides of
and able to be tightly secured (to
the flex spline, along the major axis
a shaft, for example). Teeth are
of the ellipse.
positioned radially around the
outside of the flex spline. The flex Assume that the wave generator
is the input rotation. As the wave
spline fits tightly over the wave
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generator plug rotates, the flex
spline teeth which are meshed
with those of the circular spline
change. The major axis of the flex
spline actually rotates with wave
generator, so the points where
the teeth mesh revolve around
the centre point at the same rate
as the wave generator. The key
to the design of the harmonic
drive is that there are fewer teeth
(for example, two fewer) on the
flex spline than there are on the
circular spline. This means that
for every full rotation of the wave
generator, the flex spline would be
required to rotate a slight amount
(two teeth, for example) backward
relative to the circular spline. Thus
the rotation action of the wave
generator results in a much slower
rotation of the flex spline in the
opposite direction.

Thus the flex spline spins at 1/100
the speed of the wave generator
plug and in the opposite direction.
This allows different reduction
ratios to be set without changing
the mechanism’s shape, increasing
its weight, or adding stages. The
range of possible gear ratios is
limited by tooth size limits for a
given configuration.
That is the technical explanation
although Paul Elsey, Managing
Director of Silent Sentinel, is
quick to point out “As engineers
we always like to have a good
understanding of how things work,
although it is not necessary to have
any specialist knowledge to use
our new Harmonic Drive versions
in the Osiris range. Everything
comes fully configured so it can be
installed as easily as the standard
geared versions and support the
same broad range of protocols and
camera assembly options. But the
performance improvements are
instantly noticeable.”

The Pentax lens housed
on the Osiris platform

55X

FULL HD PAIR
MEGAPIXEL
ZOOM LENS
The best just got better!
PAIR Technology (Reduction
of Airborne Interference,
e. g. Fog, Rain, Sand, Smoke,
Snow) has been combined with
a Full HD resolution 55X zoom
lens for even greater quality
and deﬁnition to offer the best
possible security support.

 PAIR-Technology
 Up to 140X ZOOM with
build-in 2.5X Extender
 Full HD Resolution 1080p
 2 Megapixels
 High Speed Motors
 1/2", C-Mount
 Iris Override
 Presets
 Compact and Robust
 Optimised for use in
Port Facilities, Border
Control, Coastal Oil Fields,
Highway Monitoring etc.
PENTAX RICOH IMAGING UK LTD.
Security Systems Division

www.pentax-security.com

Heron Drive, Langley
Slough SL3 8PN
United Kingdom
Sales: + 44 (0) 7973 154430
Email: ssd@pentax.co.uk
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Do the benefits of
Thermal Imaging
cameras justify the
extra cost?
Thermal Imaging cameras are increasingly being used throughout the
security industry and this is set to grow further as the costs of production
reduce. While thermal imaging cameras still attract a premium, the
question is whether the benefits justify the extra cost.
Thermal Imaging cameras are
often thought of as cameras that
can see in complete darkness,
through fog, smoke and other
similar obstructions that limit the
use of conventional video. They
are also thought of as long range
detection devices when paired with
video analytics, although as better
understanding of thermal imaging

Thermal imaging cameras are
specified with a Field of View (FOV)
or a Focal Length and most cameras
have a fixed focus non-zoom lens.
Although duel FOV, and electronic
focus lenses are available but they
can add significantly to the cost.
The detection zones of a thermal
imaging camera are specified using

Focal length

Johnson’s
Criteria Charts

Range (metres)

the Johnson Criteria Charts, which
allow the detection, recognition
and identification ranges to be
So how does it work? Warm objects
compared between thermal cores.
emit energy in the infrared region of
Silent Sentinel have a broad range
the electromagnetic spectrum. It is
of Thermal Imaging cameras within
this infrared energy within the field
their product range from small fixed
of view that is optically captured
cameras, through the Oculus Ti range
and focused, as with visible light,
to the longer range capabilities of
and presented as an image. Thermal
the Osiris PTZ positioning system.
cameras use a Germanium lens
“Combining video with thermal
which allows the infrared energy to
imaging in the same device is
pass through as thermal imaging
becoming the most common style of
cannot see through glass.
unit we supply,” said James Longcroft
There are two types of thermal
of Silent Sentinel.
imagers, Cooled and Uncooled.
As thermal imaging cores need to be
Cooled thermal imagers are very
licensed for sale in certain countries,
sensitive to temperature change
enable the numerous benefits of
this technology to be fully realised.

Silent Sentinel also supply cooled
thermal core cameras when the
application demands the additional
range and performance that offers.
“We would be happy to speak to
anyone who wants to understand
more about how to select the right
thermal imaging camera for the
task they have in mind. We are all
engineers here and enjoy sharing
our knowledge and experience
with our industry colleagues,” said
Paul Elsey.
There is no doubt, thermal imaging
does offer many benefits to the
CCTV industry that justify the
premium when applied properly.

Silent Sentinel

www.silentsentinel.com

Osiris
The ultimate high
speed pan tilt
surveillance
platform
Powerful, accurate high speed PT platform
incorporating hi-res CCD module and lens
A fully integrated “out of box” professional
camera solution providing high quality images
even in very lowlight conditions. Robust design
and an IP67 rated housing allows installation
in hostile environments, including
high wind speeds (force 12).

Silent Sentinel
www.silentsentinel.com

Pentax launch their new
PAIR02 long range zoom
On this year’s Counter Terror Expo in London, PENTAX launched its latest long range
zoom lens with PAIR02 technology (Pentax Atmospheric Interference Reduction) plus HD
resolution over HD-SDI output. PAIR02 is the 2nd generation in the PAIR series which has
received the ISC West 2010 Award ‘Best in Video Device’ award and we have now added
further features to optimize the image quality.
The feature rich PAIR02 lens
requires a stable precise platform
to enable best quality images to
be produced at the extent of the
zoom range; this is particularly the
case if the desired configuration
requires a PTZ positioning
system. Graeme Thursfield,

Technical Engineer, PENTAX RICOH
IMAGING UK LTD said “Pentax has
been working with Silent Sentinel
to fully integrate the Pair II with
their Osiris PTZ positioning system
and has been very impressed with
the results. The performance of
the lens needs to be considered

as part of the system and with
Silent Sentinel’s Osiris, there is
a perfect harmony that enables
the full potential of the lens to be
achieved” said Graeme Thursfield,
Technical Engineer, PENTAX RICOH
IMAGING UK LTD

The Features of the PAIR II include:
1. HD Optics and HD-Video over HD-SDI output
2. Further advanced image optimizing functions: PAIR II
I. Heat Haze Reduction - An industry first, the Heat Haze Reduction function is also built into the lens. By reducing the
‘shimmering’ effect in the image, the entire image gains clarity and increases efficiency of detecting moving objects. It also
reduces noise caused by rain and other interfering objects.
II. Image Stabilizer - Image Stabilization is extremely effective for long distance surveillance that often contains high levels of
vibration. PENTAX offers an electrical control method along with the lens’ characteristics, with less failure rate comparing to
optical or mechanical methods.

which enables them to operate at
very long ranges, although they are
much more costly and are normally
only used in specialist applications
within the CCTV industry. Uncooled
thermal imagers are more reliable
with lower maintenance and
purchase cost which means they are
more likely to be seen in use within
CCTV schemes.

including the Middle East, it is
important that the right processes
are followed. Paul Elsey, of Silent
Sentinel, explained “Silent Sentinel
has obtained a blanket licence for
their standard thermal product
range which means obtaining the
right paperwork takes days and
not months as it can with some
products.”

III. Backlight Compensation / Night Image Enhancement
PAIR II also offers Backlight Compensation and Night Image Enhancement as ‘add on’ to the
compensation functions of camera side.
2. Heritage from PAIR 01: Fog Reduction & Auto Focus
I. Fog Reduction - Not only reducing the affect of liquid fog particles, it also reduces interference caused by solid particles

such as smoke and sand. PENTAX offers this unique function by maintaining the colour image, which is important for identifying
the target, while the optical filter method only offers monochrome images by removing visible light. It also maintains the volume
of light (brightness) as it does not reduce visible light. Fog reduction level is automatically adjusted and optimized, plus backlight/
white balance compensation with Auto Focus brings up the entire image quality.

II. Auto Focus - Auto Focus activated by mouse click, the average focusing speed is 4.5 seconds, the fastest Auto Focus speed
in its class, which helps the user overcome the difficulty of finding the focus at the hyper telephoto range.

3. All-in-One - All functions are built into the lens, enabling a simple and more compact system installation without the need
for additional devices.

4. User Friendly - User friendly in both operation and cost when compared to separate stand alone devices.

For information and sales call now +44 (0)1992 558093 email info@silentsentinel.com or visit www.silentsentinel.com
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When you’re on your marks...
...you’re in our sights!
As part of the preparation for the
London Olympics...specialist CCTV with
long range identification and pinpoint
accuracy was just another day’s work for
the specialist build team.
Silent Sentinel have been building
specialist cameras and positioning
systems for many years for clients
both in the UK and overseas. It
therefore came as no surprise
when a homeland security client
who can only be named as
Norman requested a specialist
build for use during the 2012
Olympics.
The specification was demanding
and required a combination of
ultra-low light EMCCD cameras
and the Pentax Pair 2 lens to
give the range, all housed and
mounted on the Osiris continuous
360O Harmonic Drive PTZ
positioning system to give the
stability and control of movement
with such extreme zoom ranges.
All the functionality of these high

end cameras and lenses needed
integrating to give full control
remotely – oh, and Norman
wanted it delivered very quickly.

Catch the pigeon...
Some unusual images of our feathered friends with
CCTV cameras and the true story of PigeonCAM !

Silent Sentinel is well versed with
such builds and was surprised the
long range thermal was not also
specified to be mounted in parallel
on the same Osiris platform this
time. Paul Elsey, Managing Director
of Silent Sentinel said “We do love
a good old moan when Norman
and his colleagues call with their
specialist applications and very
short lead times, but if the truth be
told, this is the sort of challenge
that us real engineering companies
cherish – but don’t tell Norman,”
Paul voiced his only regret as “We
sometimes wish we knew where
these cameras were being used
or at least for what purpose – but
I guess if we did know it would
probably not be as interesting as
the applications we imagine.”

TOP FACT
The Osiris is the only Pan Tilt
solution available with Harmonic
drive gear mechanism outside
military markets

Two cameras provide
the perfect base...

and why
pigeon so is this
famous?

am...

Pigeon C

PigeonCAM
During the First World War pigeons were
fitted with ‘PigeonCAM’ and sent into
action to photograph enemy trenches

Want to discover your business potential? Talk to us.

FortuneWest focuses on growth and
improved sales for our customers
How we achieve success varies according to our customers’ situation, company and market maturity,
expansion opportunities, products, in-house resources and budgets. Our initial engagement may well
be to help you shape or validate the right strategy to suit your circumstances.
If you subscribe to the principle that experienced experts get a job done quicker and better, then you
have everything to gain from talking to FortuneWest about your issues or ambitions
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+44 (0)118 979 0021
www.fortunewest.co.uk
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